
Welcome to July  
 

In this issue, our executive team have a bit to share with you all, regarding the changes to support for carers through the       
Integrated Carer Support Services (ICSS) model being rolled out by the Federal Government starting in July. 
Carers SA submitted a strong application for funding in February.  We have just completed a round of forums across all Carers 
SA regional locations to inform carers about the Integrated Carer Support Services.  
Whether we are successful in obtaining the funding for the ICSS model or not, we are committed to ensuring all carers have a 
seamless transition regarding their support, and the services they are eligible for. 
The services that will be provided for Carers under the ICSS model include;  
 On line- Peer support, 
  On line- Self guided coaching,  
 On line- Skills courses,  
 Carer support planning,  
 Carer Directed packages,  
 In person counselling,  
 In person peer support,  
 In person coaching,  
 Emergency respite care.  
 

Carers SA has reviewed our services and you will see a few changes to the way we deliver some of our services over the    
coming months. These changes are to support your transition into the new model.  We have introduced the use of an             
assessment and review tool called the “Carer Star” which is a validated tool recommended for use by the Federal Government.  
This tool is now being used within the organisation for new carer intakes, and carer support reviews. Thank you to those Carers 
who have already been a part of a review using the “Carer Star”, the feedback we have received from these carers has been 
positive.  “The review was great. It was all focused around me, and my needs as a carer”. Feedback from carer who has been a 
part of the Carer Star review process. 
 

We are also working toward the establishment of “Volunteer—Peer Led groups”. This will be similar to our already established 
Peer Led groups.  These groups utilise a mix of Carers SA staff facilitated for some sessions and have a Volunteer Peer Leader 
for other sessions. We are looking forward to working with our current volunteers around this, and encourage any other Carers 
who are interested in becoming a Volunteer for our Peer Led groups to get in contact with me at the Mount Gambier office.  
 

On another note you may have seen an article in The Advertiser on 15th May on page 15 about the organisation Carer Support 
and their plans to make 45 of their 59 staff redundant from July 1.  
 At Carers SA it will be business as usual, our services will still continue to be provided to carers. 
 Currently we have federal government funding until November 30 2019  
 We don’t know the outcome of the ICSS grant yet  
 Government timelines for the public announcement of the ICSS grant haven’t changed and we still expect to hear in late 

June early July about the results 
 The organisation Carer Support has made this decision as an individual organisation, it has nothing to do with Carers 

SA   
 

If you have any concerns or questions regarding any of the impending changes, please don’t hesitate to give the office a call.  
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Tami Norman our Young Carer/Mental Health worker has left us to pursue a new carer pathway, we wish her all the 
best and will look forward to seeing her about the region.  With endings are new beginnings and we welcome    
Bronny  who many of you will know as she has been one of our regular service providers to work with Art Therapy 
with our carers.  Bronny will take over the role from Tami and you will hear from her soon.  



Life is a grand adventure 
 

Written by Samille Mitchell Published on May 31, 2017 in Inspired Stories 
 

“Flat.” That’s how a woman I spoke to recently described her life. She thought she liked things on an even keel, not 
too many ups or downs, but she came to realise she didn’t feel like she was really living. Instead, she was simply 
getting by. The funny thing is that we think that a level path is easy. And it is, but it is change that keeps us on our 
toes and makes life interesting.  It is the hills and the valleys that keep us looking forward, that provide interest and       
challenge. Without the lows, we don’t appreciate the highs or the flat spots in between. But it’s when the flat spots 
continue out far in front of and behind us that life feels lack lustre. We long for something to break it up. 
 

Worry 
 

But then we worry about how we will cope with change.  With doing something different.  With finding our way in an 
unfamiliar landscape.  Will we be able to cope with a ‘climb’ after so long on the easy road?  If we are headed down 
a ‘valley’, will we have the strength to be able to climb back out again?  Will real joy be ‘too much’?  Should we want 
more than the life that looks like we’ve got it easy? 
 

Life is a grand adventure 
 

Without the highs and lows, we don’t appreciate the times we are on the easier even ground.  But too long there and 
we long for ‘something’, and putting our finger on that something can be a challenge, especially if we don’t want to 
completely upend our world.  Suddenly in life we can discover that we have patched and mended and helped and 
cared for others for so long while keeping our own life as even as possible that we are a little frightened of looking for 
the ups and downs that give life colour and shape. So many women tell me they have forgotten what it was that lit 
them up.  And that there are dreams they set aside to make sure life worked for other people but now are fearful of, 
or feel that their time has passed. 
 

I believe life is a grand adventure, filled with learning and wonder and love and excitement.  That the meaning in our 
lives comes from doing something that feels important somehow, something we feel ‘matters’.  When our children 
grow and leave home (or haven’t quite but are about to) the thing we have been doing that ‘matter’ seem to be     
slipping away from us. 
 

And so it is time to look for something new that feels important. 
 

Otherwise we find ourselves feeling like the lady I spoke to whose life feels ‘flat’, who is torn between the safety of 
easy and the challenge of working out what will make her feel alive. 
 

How do we find that sweet spot? 
 

I believe if you can find a place of stillness and silence, you will be able to hear the whispers of what will light you up. 
Often it doesn’t come shouting, it comes whispering so we have to be quiet enough to hear it.  Walking is a great way 
to do this. It’s rhythmic and you can drop into feeling and sensing, to noticing your body, to allowing thoughts to come 
to you (instead of going looking for them). In fact, concentrating on the act of walking and avoiding consciously   
thinking can be the quickest way to find your answer. It is in our heart where we will find the clues to our longing. 
 
This article was written by Derrin Cramer, a coach to women who want to come alive. You can read more of Derrin’s 
wise words at www.derrincramer.com.au 



The surprising benefits of gardening  
Whether you’re growing fruit and veggies, flowers or succulents, getting your green thumb on can have a 
surprising number of health benefits for you and your family. 
 

Stay fit and active in the garden 
Depending on the size of your garden, maintaining it can be also be a great way to be physically active. 
This could be as strenuous as mowing the lawn, or as gentle as getting a good stretch and practice     
stabilising yourself while kneeling, sitting or reaching.  In fact, gardening is a recommended activity as it 
can encourage the use of many motor skills, improve endurance and strength and keep you moving. 
 

Eat your greens 
Do you have a picky eater at your dinner table? Kids who are picky eaters may be keener to try new 
foods that they’ve helped to grow. Watching the plants sprout and grow and waiting until fruit and veggies 
are ripe and ready to eat can help build their enthusiasm and excitement about healthy foods.  The effect 
works on everyone, not just those with hard-to-please tastes.  Growing your own fruit, vegetables and 
herbs will encourage you to eat seasonally, add more variety to your diet, encourage you to prepare 
homemade healthy dishes and learn to appreciate fresh produce. 
 

Understand seasonality 
These days, we can buy pretty much any fruit and vegetable we want from the supermarket, at any time 
of year. But eating seasonally has important benefits for our bodies.  Different fruits and vegetables are 
“in-season” at different times throughout the year. For example, asparagus and apricots grow in spring 
and summer, while Brussels Sprouts get going in winter. Eating seasonally can keep healthy eating     
exciting by encouraging you to try new recipes using in-season produce. You will also get a wider variety 
of different coloured produce, providing nutritious vitamins and minerals in your diet throughout the year 
as the produce you eat changes with the seasons.    
 

Relax and meditate 
Gardening is also a great way to relax, providing opportunities to still the mind and get away from the 
busyness of everyday life. There is even evidence to suggest that gardening can help ease symptoms of 
mental illnesses like depression and anxiety.  Whether you’re gardening by yourself, or getting the whole 
family involved, it’s a great way to spend some time outdoors, away from screens and to-do lists, and  
engage with nature. From repetitive tasks like weeding that provide opportunity for meditation, to       
practising patience while waiting for plants to grow, gardening is a great exercise for your mind as well as 
your body. 
 

Breathe easier 
Gardening doesn’t have to be an outdoor activity – there are many varieties of plants that can be grown 
inside, too. As well as making rooms look nice, indoor plants can help improve air quality in enclosed 
spaces.  Some studies also suggest that indoor plants can boost the concentration and focus of office 
workers.  Not all plants will grow well indoors, so you’ll need to research which varieties will grow well in 
the lighting and temperature of your room. 
 

Things to keep in mind when starting out 
Different fruits and vegetables grow best at different times of the year. The Healthier. Happier. website 
has articles on what plants to grow during different seasons and a guide to easy grow-your-own healthy 
foods.  If you’re planting an edible garden, remember that not all plants are safe to eat. Make sure you 
plant non-toxic varieties, checking at your local garden store if you’re unsure. Don’t use chemical sprays 
or fertilisers on your edible garden.  Always wear gloves when 
working with plant material, soil and fertilisers, and be sure to wash 
your hands when you’re finished.  When working outside, remem-
ber to be safe in the sun by wearing a broad-brimmed hat and   

protective clothing, wearing sunglasses, using a broad spectrum 
SPF 30 or higher sunscreen, working in the shade when possible 
and drinking plenty of water.   
 

https://www.health.qld.gov.au/news-alerts/news/health-benefits-of-
gardening  
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Group / Activity  Date Time  Venue 

Bordertown/Naracoorte  Thursday 11th  11.30am—1.30pm 
SA Ambulance Centre 
No contribution required  

NDIS Mission Australia  
Paper Bag Lunches  
Ways to manage the plan 
money 

Monday 22nd  12pm—1.30pm 
Carers SA Limestone Coast Office  
20 Percy Street, Mount Gambier  
No contribution required 

Millicent/Robe/Kingston  Tuesday 23rd  11am—1pm  
Bompas at Beachport 
Morning Tea 
Contribution required 

 
Carers may need to make a contribution to the event they attend  

due to changes in service provision  
 

Booking in is essential—we need to have at least 10 people  attending to host an event.  
Call the office 8724 8700 to confirm your place to an event..  

We are always happy to hear from you about things you would like to do  
EG: guest speakers, crafts or hobbies, places to visit.  

 
  

 
 

Events we are hosting in the regions this month  

 

Working collaboratively  
 

During the recent Integrated Carer Support Service forums Carers 
SA spoke about the partnerships we have formed with specialist 
organisations to ensure there is a broad range of experience to 
support carers.  We are currently working with some of these  
partners to ensure continuity of services through transition while 
we await to hear the outcome of the Integrated Carer Support 
Grant. We see a benefit in strengthening these partnerships to 
meet the needs of our carer community.  
 

We are working closely in some of your regions, the Limestone 
Coast with Skylight and Life Without Barriers to support carers of 
a person with mental health and/or disability through the  
facilitation of support/peer groups and providing 1-1 support.    
Under the guidance of Carers SA staff, these organisations may 
be providing services that you access.  
 

We will always seek consent from carers before any personal        
Information is shared with partners and look forward to continue to 
support all our carers through this transition period. 
 

If you have any questions regarding this please speak with 
the Regional Team Leader. 

 



We are constantly looking for ways to improve our newsletter and 
communication with you. We would love to hear from you with any 
feedback or suggestions.  Call us on (08) 8724 8700 or email us at 
secarers@carers-sa.asn.au   

Useful Numbers  

After Hours GP Advisory Line 1800 022 222 

Aged Rights Advocacy Service 1800 700 600 

Beyond Blue 1300 224 636 

Life Line 13 11 14 

Kids Helpline 1800 551 800 

My Aged Care  1800 200 422 

National Carer Gateway 1800 422 737 

National Disability Insurance Scheme 1800 800 110 

Standby Support 0437 752 458  

www.facebook.com/CarersSA 

www.twitter.com/CarersSA 

Stay in touch.. Follow us on.. 

Carers SA Commonwealth Respite and Carelink Centre 
 

The Commonwealth Respite and Carelink Centre provides Carers with access to 24 hour emergency respite care as 
well as short term breaks that are planned or unplanned.  
Respite may be needed for a variety of reasons such as if a carer: 
~Is in an emergency situation     
~Becomes ill or are admitted to hospital 
~Is under stress or needs a break   
~Wishes to attend a special event 
~Needs to care for their own health wellbeing and  
cannot leave the person for whom they care without support.  
For respite call: 1800 052 222 
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Limestone Coast—Mount Gambier Office Staff 

Sandi  Regional Team Leader 

Janie Senior Admin Officer 

Maria Assessment & Liaison Worker 

Charmaine Carer Support Worker 

Jane Admin Support  

Bronny  Carer Support Worker  

Kay  Program Manager 


